
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X
iCOPYRIGHT, INC.,

Plaintiff,

-against-

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS and PRESS 
ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Defendants.

:

:

:

:

10 CV 8860 (NRB)

DECLARATION OF TODD B. MARTIN 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF’S 
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X

TODD B. MARTIN hereby declares the following pursuant to the provisions of 28 

U.S.C. § 1746:

1. I am Vice President and Chief Technology Officer for defendant The Associated 

Press (“AP”).  I make this declaration in opposition to the motion of plaintiff iCopyright, Inc. 

(“iCopyright”) for a preliminary injunction.

2. My responsibilities include working with AP business and technology leadership

to formulate vision and strategy for new products, services, platforms and partnerships in 

anticipation of challenges facing the news industry and to guide delivery execution.

3. I have reviewed the Declaration of Andrew Elston, dated November 22, 2010, and 

statements by iCopyright in its brief in support of its preliminary injunction.  The purpose of this 

declaration is to correct certain false or misleading statements in iCopyright’s papers about (a) 

AP’s technical and support performance under its agreement with iCopyright and (b) whether 

AP received or used confidential information or technology from iCopyright in the development 

or operation of the AP News Registry (the “News Registry”).
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4. AP, through its wholly owned subsidiary Press Association, Inc. (both are referred 

to herein as “AP”) and iCopyright entered into a Content Services Agreement with an effective 

date of April 15, 2008 (the “CSA”) (Exhibit 1).  The accompanying Declaration of Bruce Glover 

of AP explains the origins of the CSA and AP-iCopyright relationship, how the CSA operated 

from a business perspective, and business communications between AP and iCopyright 

concerning the CSA .  

AP PERFORMED ITS TECHNICAL SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE CSA
5. In his declaration, Mr. Elston asserts that AP did not perform its technical support 

obligations under the CSA.  This is not correct.  While some technical issues were encountered 

during the relationship, AP addressed and resolved those issues as they arose.  These issues did 

not significantly affect iCopyright’s opportunities to license AP content.

6. As Mr. Glover explains, the CSA gave iCopyright the authority to license reprint 

and republication rights to an AP news product known as AP Hosted Custom News (“AP 

Hosted” or “Hosted”).  The AP Hosted product is provided to subscribing newspapers and radio 

stations that operate websites that feature AP news, but that do not want to incur the costs and 

technical burdens involved in editing and updating such news.  In AP Hosted, AP prepares a 

selection of its top news stories, which may also include photo and video content.

7.   AP designs the AP Hosted product to look like it is part of the subscriber’s 

website. In reality, the AP Hosted product resides on AP’s own servers.  When an Internet user 

clicks on a story, photo, or video link within AP Hosted pages on a subscriber website, the news 

content is delivered to the user’s screen or device by AP’s computers, not the subscriber’s 

computers.

8. The AP Hosted product currently resides on two sets of AP computer servers. 
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The first set uses an older legacy software array, and we call it “Hosted 1.”  The second set uses 

newer software and has more flexibility; it is known as “Hosted 2.”  Approximately 90% of user 

traffic to the AP Hosted product is currently directed to and serviced by AP’s Hosted 1 system.  

The Hosted 2 system was launched in April 2008, but was brought on line only gradually.

9. Under the CSA, AP was required to place an “iCopyright tag” adjacent to each 

article appearing on the AP Hosted product.  To the user’s eye, the tag was a logo of a copyright 

symbol within a house.  However, the user’s computer or other device saw the tag as a hyperlink 

to the iCopyright website.  When a user clicked on the tag, he or she was taken via a link to the 

iCopyright computer servers.  These servers then displayed a page or pages which offered the 

user the option to enter into a license transaction to use the particular AP news content, or a 

portion of it, for such purposes as e-mail distribution, photocopies, reprints, or use of excerpts in 

other publications.  Some license options were instant, meaning that the user could buy the 

particular license right with a credit card or other payment method without human intervention.  

More complex or extensive uses that did not fit into one of the instant categories, generated a 

sales lead, and the user could conclude a license contract after an e-mail exchange with 

iCopyright representatives regarding terms and pricing.

10. As with any new add-on to computer systems, AP encountered some issues with 

the initial implementation of the iCopyright tags.  However, after the tagging system was 

implemented, there were few if any problems encountered with orders placed with iCopyright for 

the content that was delivered from AP’s Hosted 1 servers.

11. In December 2008, AP began applying iCopyright tags to AP Hosted content 

served by the Hosted 2 system.  At that point, the Hosted 2 system’s traffic was extremely small 

– only about 0.1% of the total traffic served by the Hosted 1 system.  In December 2008, Hosted 
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1 had over 20 million page views, while Hosted 2 had about 20,000 page views.  From 

December 2008 until the CSA was terminated in November 2010, the maximum traffic served 

by the Hosted 2 system at any given time was no more than about 10% of the total AP Hosted 

traffic (that is, Hosted 1 served 90% or more of the traffic).

12. After December 2008, we encountered some technical problems with iCopyright 

tags and content links for traffic directed to the Hosted 2 system.   The primary problem 

encountered was that some links to stories residing on Hosted 2 were broken; that is, when the 

user clicked on the tag, he or she was sent to the iCopyright system, but the information 

necessary to identify the article that the user was interested in was not transmitted to the 

iCopyright servers, so the user could not complete an order for a license.

13. We addressed the problems of broken links when they arose and were brought to 

our attention by iCopyright.  However, it is important to note that the actual extent of this 

problem was very small.  When the problem was at its height, no more than 10% of the news 

articles delivered by the Hosted 2 system had broken links.  Since Hosted 2 carried no more than 

10% of the total AP Hosted traffic, the link problem affected no more than approximately 1% of 

the overall Internet user traffic to the entire AP Hosted system.  In fact, in an e-mail from July 

21, 2009, Mr. Elston acknowledged that “the main platform where the implementation was 

initially done [i.e., the Hosted 1 server] is working properly – and I assume this is where most of 

the customers are.”  (Exhibit 2).  He was correct.

14. There were also minor issues raised about where the iCopyright link should 

appear on the Hosted 2 content, and whether the appearance of the tag on Hosted 2 content was 

in precisely the form desired by iCopyright.  However, these issues did not affect users’ abilities 

to order licenses from iCopyright.
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15. Our agreement with iCopyright required AP to “use commercially reasonable 

efforts to cooperate to ensure that the [iCopyright] Service performs as contemplated.”  (CSA 

§ 1.7).  While providing support took time and had to be reconciled with AP’s own information 

technology needs, we tried to be as responsive as possible to iCopyright’s requests and issues 

(while dealing with all the other computer and systems issues that AP encountered).   In short, 

we dealt with and resolved iCopyright’s technical issues, and provided other support to 

iCopyright, in a commercially reasonable manner.

THE NEWS REGISTRY  

16. Mr. Elston asserts in his declaration that somehow AP, having received 

“confidential information” or “technology” from iCopyright, and having learned of an 

opportunity to make revenue by licensing Internet uses of content, developed a “product that 

appears to have many of the same functions and services as those provided by iCopyright,” 

which he calls “The Registry.” He also claims that AP was trying to induce iCopyright to 

terminate the CSA so that AP could replace iCopyright’s services with “The Registry’s” 

services, and that AP has or will use confidential and proprietary information of iCopyright to 

develop the Registry.  Every one of these declarations is false.

17. The truth is this.  Ever since news publishers began to publish their content on the 

Internet in the mid-1990s, AP and other news providers have been concerned about the many 

unlicensed, uncompensated, and infringing uses made of that digital content.  Since the early 

2000s, AP and other news providers have been considering various technological approaches 

that would meet three goals: (a) the ability to locate sites on the Web where news content is 

being used without permission, (b) developing efficient means of enforcing intellectual property 

rights where infringement is apparent, and (c) wherever possible, turning unlicensed republishers 
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of news content into licensees, thereby stopping the loss of online revenue that has threatened the 

news business’s viability, and making it possible to develop profitable new markets and 

platforms.

18. AP has been a leader in this effort.  AP’s President, Thomas Curley, has publicly 

spoken on many occasions about the need for technology that will protect the intellectual 

property in news, and make it easier to license digital uses.  The AP Board has authorized AP to

develop many initiatives in this area.  Contrary to what Mr. Elston suggests, AP did not need 

iCopyright to teach us about the risks and revenue opportunities presented by Internet use of 

news content, or the need for new technological approaches.  We knew about these issues, and 

began developing solutions, years before AP signed the CSA. 

19. One of AP’s initiatives in this field is the AP News Registry (the “News 

Registry”).  Our work on what has developed into the News Registry began in 2004, when the 

AP Board directed AP to develop tools to search out and reduce unauthorized uses of AP and 

member content on the Internet.  This initiative was publicly announced by a July 26, 2004 press 

release.  (Exhibit 3).  

20. Briefly, the News Registry is intended to monitor and report on what news 

content is being published online by whom, when, where, and for how long, and to determine 

what rights and licensing rules are being followed (or not followed).  The Registry, as originally 

conceived, has two parts: (a) a database to store rights and usage information about AP and 

member content published on the Web, and (b) a set of Web-based services, provided for a 

license fee, which defines and express the rights in specific news items.  This is information that 

would follow a news item wherever it is republished on the Web.

21. Mr. Elston suggests that he and iCopyright did not know about the News Registry 
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until March 26, 2010.   This is simply untrue.  The initiative was first announced by Dean 

Singleton, in an early April 2009 speech to the AP annual meeting, which was covered in a New 

York Times article of April 6, 2009. (Exhibit 4) and in an AP press release dated April 10, 2009.  

A copy of this release is attached as Exhibit 5.  In addition, AP issued additional press releases 

concerning the News Registry in July 2009 (Exhibit 6) and [other dates].  The News Registry 

was the subject of many articles on websites and in trade journals during 2009.

22. iCopyright was immediately aware of this initiative, and wanted its services to be 

considered.  On April 7, 2009, having seen the New York Times article, Mr. Elston sent Mr. 

Glover an e-mail seeking to have iCopyright become involved in the initiative.  (Exhibit 7).  

Over the next months, Mr. Elston made numerous efforts to interest AP in using iCopyright’s 

services for the News Registry.  Some of his e-mails are attached as Exhibit 8.

23. In fact, in May 2009, after the News Registry was announced, the then CEO of 

iCopyright (Michael O’Donnell), and two of the company’s directors (including Lary Stromfeld, 

a partner of iCopyright’s current litigation counsel of Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft LLP) met 

at AP to propose that iCopyright provide services to the News Registry.  Their non-confidential 

presentation, provided at the meeting (Exhibit 9), actually cited AP’s announcements of the 

News Registry (p. 2), and proposed that iCopyright provide a tool (called “Discovery”) that 

would allow AP to track use of its content on the Internet (pp. 5-6a).  The iCopyright 

representatives also compared their system to a number of competitive systems on the market, 

including one called Attributor.  

24. At the meeting, AP representatives made clear to iCopyright that AP had not yet 

decided whether it would develop usage tracking capability capacity internally or work with 

outside vendors in developing the News Registry, but that we would evaluate all systems fairly.
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25. Well into 2010, iCopyright continued to press AP for an opportunity to supply 

services to the News Registry.  This became a problem because, as Mr. Glover states, these sales 

approaches were taking place after iCopyright had stopped paying its minimum fee and owed 

substantial amounts to AP. 

26. Neither at this meeting, nor at any other time, did iCopyright provide AP with any 

technology, software, or other confidential information concerning Discovery, or any other 

iCopyright system that could potentially be useful to the News Registry.  All the information 

about its capacities that iCopyright provided was at a high level of generality and was publicly 

disclosed by iCopyright in other contexts.

27. A team of AP personnel, delegated to develop the details of the News Registry, 

evaluated what was publicly known of the iCopyright system and determined that it was not 

suitable for AP’s purposes.  Among other reasons, iCopyright’s approach to identifying content 

republished on the web relied not on a proprietary web crawling, indexing and analysis, but the 

search databases and technology of Google and Yahoo!.  

28. AP was already a subscriber to a service, called Attributor which is focused on 

providing applications and services around misappropriation and enforcement..  Attributor had 

its own proprietary web crawling technology and the ability to match content found on the web 

with news publisher content, both of which would be necessary to the operation of the News 

Registry.  We were already working with Attributor who could offer us the robust services that 

we needed because they had it built into their product where iCopyright did not.

29. iCopyright continued to seek an opportunity with the News Registry until shortly 

before it was terminated.  Well into 2010, its representatives spoke with AP personnel involved 

in the News Registry on several occasions to pitch iCopyright’s services.  However, the 
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